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We have seen His star rising, 
and we have come to worship Him

(Mt 2,2)



The crib in Basilicata is a message 
of peace and hope, that travels 
from the provinces of southern 
Italy to the cathedrals of the 
world. It comes from a place 
where time seems to flow more 
slowly, reminding us in the hustle 
and bustle of everyday life that 
Christmas can be anywhere, that 
light returns, and that humanity 
can find relief from the pressures 
and anxieties of life in divine faith. 
Like a message in a bottle tossed 
into the ocean of everyday life, 
it brings the Christian values of 
faith, set in the scenes of ancient 
Lucanian culture. 
The Nativity created by the artist 
Francesco Artese is depicted in 
the always surprising landscape 
of the Sassi of Matera, one of the 
oldest places in the world. 
The work tells the story of 
Lucania’s tangible and intangible 
heritage in a figurative journey 
that leads virtually from the 
UNESCO World Heritage rock 
habitat to the entire region. 
The message of the Gospel 
becomes expressive simplicity, 
immune from the passage of 
time, and revives an ancient 

rituality. Your gaze loses itself in 
the reconstruction of alleys and 
neighbourhoods, and you seem to 
hear the echo of people’s voices, 
of slow but industrious life, in 
a space crystallised as if in an 
eternal wait for rebirth.
If in 2020, during the pandemic 
pause, Basilicata brought the 
“nativity scene of light” from 
the Castronuovo Sant’Andrea 
collection to the National Gallery 
of Modern Art in Rome, today we 
return to appreciate the Lucanian 
nativity tradition in a Christian 
temple, the Turin Cathedral, in 
the wake of a now long-standing 
initiative that takes the values of 
the nativity to the world’s great 
cities. 
A message that will be possible to 
“read” in Turin from 8 December 
2021 to 2 February 2022, 
and which will be possible to 
“live” throughout the year, as 
an experience of cultural and 
religious travel in Basilicata.

Vito Bardi 
President of the Basilicata Region

Antonio Nicoletti
General manager APT Basilicata
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“With the birth of Christ, the world itself is reborn, as if freed from the deep 
womb of night by a birth of light. Reborn, I say, when it is flooded with the 
first light flashes of day. Jesus Christ is the new sun that breaks through walls, 
opens up darkness and penetrates hearts. He is the new sun who, with his spirit, 
revives what is dead, renews what is old and, with his heat, purifies what is 
dirty, inflames what is dull and consumes what is corrupt. It is He who in our 
every action looks at our real intentions and, rather than condemning, corrects. 
Surely He is the just and wise sun, who spreads without distinction over the 
good and the bad, like the sun of this world” 

(St Maximus, First Bishop of Turin - 4th century)

The Duomo of Turin, Metropolitan 
Cathedral, welcomes you to 
involve you up in a special way 
with the sweet and challenging 
atmosphere of the Christmas of 
Jesus. 
With the words of the first Bishop 
of this City, most probably spoken 
here on the occasion of the 
Christmas Solemnity around the 
beginning of the fifth century, I 
welcome you most cordially! 
You are also greeted by the 
splendid and monumental Nativity 
Scene coming from and set up by 
the Region of Basilicata. A large 
Nativity scene, as if to say that 
the Nativity of Jesus (which found 
no place in Bethlehem) must have 
a large place in our hearts and 
minds. The God who becomes man 
shows us how great and important 
our human race is to the Good 
Lord. 
The whole of humanity urgently 
needs to be reborn, as Bishop 
Maximus said; and this Cathedral, 
built during the Renaissance, 
reminds us of the same goal. 

Towards the end - hopefully! - of 
the pandemic, it is not enough to go 
back to our ways. We rather need 
to be reborn for the better. Our 
own fragility and that of Creation 
dictate this. So let us look to the 
God who comes to meet our frailty 
to heal it and lift it up. 
We can be reborn and change the 
world. In their own small way, 
our saints have also done so, as 
depicted by the hands of the artist 
(Vincenzo Velardita) in this crib: Don 
Bosco, Cottolengo and Pier Giorgio 
Frassati. We still see today the 
fruits of their taking the Gospel’s 
teaching seriously and joyfully. 
So, don’t be afraid to let yourself 
be enlightened and inspired by the 
positive energy flowing from this 
Crib, and don’t be afraid to venture 
on the surprising and priceless 
path of the Gospel of Jesus. 
May the Holy Christmas of Jesus 
bring Light, Peace and Joy to you 
and your loved ones.

Don Carlo Franco
Priest of  the Turin Cathedral



The Nativity takes to the road

The travelling exhibition of Basilicata’s 
monumental nativity scenes began in 
Assisi, in 2009, the year when the donation 
of olive oil to Saint Francis came from 
that region. An exhibition fully expressing 
the desire to share the culture of these 
places through a poignant narrative.

The nativity scene by Maestro Francesco 
Artese is the story of the birth of Jesus in 
the setting of a unique landscape, that of 
Basilicata’s villages and Sassi di Matera. 
A landscape that Pasolini chose for his 
Gospel According to Matthew, saying he 
had found here “untouched” faces and 
places no longer seen in Palestine.

The Basilicata nativity scene is therefore 
an artwork able to describe not only the 
mystery of the Birth of Christ, but also 
the history, culture, and background of 
a land rich in natural spirituality, an age-
old crossroads of peoples and traditions. 
Today the region welcomes visitors, 
surprising them with a timeless journey 
through rock churches, abbeys, shrines, 
cathedrals, and villages, which embody 
the history of humankind.

The enchantment of the Nativity is renewed 
in the poignant image of the Child, given to 
humanity by Mary, who opens his arms to 
the world welcoming everyone, from the 
Magi to the last ones.





We have seen His star rising, 
and we have come to worship Him
(Mt 2,2)

Artist Francesco Artese interprets a Basilicata landscape as a universe 
involved in the central event of Christian history: the birth of the Son of 
God. 

A landscape with its typical lanes and steps, caves and mansions, 
arches and balconies, gardens and terraces, that then surprise us with 
characteristic chimneys or the bell towers of underground churches 
decorated with frescoes that represent the art that binds people to God. 
The houses dug out of the tufa and wedged together evoke the artisanal 
expertise handed down from one generation to the next, resembling a 
tapestry woven with joy by humans and Mother Nature together. Life 
is lived busily in this intense tale of neighbourhood culture, speakingof 
solidarity and sharing among families in that human and urban maze, 
a way of life that lasted centuries. These are Matera’s Sassi, UNESCO 
world heritage since 1993, a crèche-town as Giovanni Pascoli defined it. 

The Nativity scene comprises a sequence of tableaux with over 120 
characters, depicting different moments of daily life, in a simple but 
bustling scenario, inspired by images from rites and traditions of 
Basilicata’s rural life, still alive and heartfelt by younger generations. 
The scenes include the Accettura “Maggio”, showing a group of oxen led 
by men, hauling the a large tree trunk; a symbolic procession dedicated 
to profound and widespread devotion to the Virgin Mary, in which the 
faithful carry on their heads compositions of candle architectures called 
“cinti”, ex votos in which hope and expectation meet, but also express 
gratitude for grace received.

The Virgin recalls the bronze sculpture of the Madonna del Pollino by the 
Dutch artist Daphné du Barry in the act of giving her Son to humanity, 
while the figure of St Joseph recalls that of the 16th-century nativity 
scene by Altobello Persio from Montescaglioso, on display in Tursi. 



Particularly evocative is the scene of the family of emigrants with which 
Basilicata wanted to pay homage to the many emigrants from Basilicata 
who in the past crossed Italy to satisfy their hunger for work and a better 
future, landing in Piedmont.

This group of characters is represented in a single block, to emphasise 
their common destiny. There are other evocative details: the cardboard 
suitcase, an icon of 20th-century Italian emigration, containing the most 
cherished things that people did not want to part with, and the woollen 
blanket that the father carries under his arm, as if to retain the family 
warmth with which to warm up his loved ones in the most difficult 
moments, make the image moving and meaningful.



The message, strong and full 
of meaning, of the baby Jesus 
represented with his arms 
open to the world, ready to 
welcome everyone, is made 
even more explicit by the 
homage that Basilicata pays 
to Turin and Piedmont, hosting 
on the stage the figure of St. 
Giuseppe Cottolengo - who 
in 1832 founded in Turin the 
“Piccola Casa della Divina 
Provvidenza”, where he 
took in the disabled, invalids 
and orphans. He is depicted 
accompanying an invalid to 
the grotto, and by the image 
of Pier Giorgio Frassati, 
proclaimed Blessed in 1990 
by Pope John Paul II, whose 
mortal remains are kept in 
Turin Cathedral, pulling a cart 
in which “the humblest” come 
before the Son of God.

The scene with Govanni 
Bosco, with his pupil Saint 
Dominic Savio on his side, 
the child Saint who died at 
the age of just fourteen, 
leaving an indelible mark 
on the Christian community 
of Piedmont, is also highly 
evocative. He shows the 
way to three boys, so that 
everyone can experience the 
joy of Christmas, in the plastic 
space of a memory that is 
renewed.



A land of spirit and inspiration

The creation of this “Presepe” draws inspiration from the cultural 
landscape of Basilicata, especially from the uniqueness of Matera, a 
UNESCO Worl Heritage site and European Capital of Culture 2019. 

Matera’s old town – the “Sassi di Matera” – boasts a vast array of 
rupestrian churches; between the 6th and the 9th Centuries, Italo-Greek 
and Benedectine monks chose to live in this area, creating a rock-cut 
settlement permeated with sacrality thanks to more than 150 churches, 
monasteries and sanctuaries. An astonishing heritage that for its range, 
quality and value can more than compete with the rupestrian churches 
of Cappadocia, Turkey-Europe.

During the day the sunlight envelops the stone houses, giving the Sassi 
that extraordinary charm that led Matera to be chosen as a film set 
by Mel Gibson for “The Passion”, by Pier Paolo Pasolini for “The Gospel 
According to St. Matthew”, by Bruce Beresford for “King David”, by 
Catherine Hardwicke for “The Nativity Story”, by Cyrus Nowrastech, for 
his “Christ The Lord: Out of Egypt’ and by Timur Bekmambetov for the 
remake of “Ben-Hur”.



Technical notes

Artist: Maestro Francesco Artese
Size: 60 sqm and 6 m in heigh
Materials: polystyrene, stone, wood, iron
Figurines: 120 characters of various heights, entirely made in terracotta 
by Maestro Vincenzo Velardita, painted by Maestro Artese and Rosa 
Ambrico and dressed by Maria Priore, Teresa Galasso, Nadia and Daniela 
Balestieri, who reproduced traditional Lucania costumes, under the 
supervision of Maestro Artese
Assistant in the assembly: Giuseppe Tortorelli
Organization: Basilicata Tourist Board



Francesco Artese

Francesco Artese was born in Grassano, Basilicata, 
where he lives and works. During his career, he 
has received important awards and has set up 
monumental nativity scenes in the most important 
European cities, in the United States and in Bethlehem. 
The Basilicata Territorial Promotion Agency availed 
itself of his collaboration when, on the occasion of 
Christmas 2012, it donated a gift to H.H. Benedict XVI the artistic nativity 
scene displayed in St Peter’s Square.
Over the years, Maestro Artese has created other nativity scenes with 
the Agency for the diocese of Turku, Finland, New York, Assisi, Loreto, 
Milan and Florence. The latest masterpiece, the result of a partnership 
between the Lucanian crib artist and the Agency, was created in 2018 and 
exhibited at the Quirinale, met with great admiration in the President of 
the Republic Sergio Mattarella.



Matera and the Park 
of the Rock Churches

In Matera, nature blends 
with the sacredness 
of more than 150 rock 
churches decorated with 
splendid Byzantine frescoes, 
such as the Madonna and 
Child depicted on the walls 
of the Santa Barbara rock 
church and reproduced in 
the grotto that houses the 
Nativity (scene) created by 
the skilful hands of Maestro 
Artese.
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I Sassi e il Parco delle
Chiese Rupestri di Matera
Iscritti nella lista del Patrimonia Mondiale dal 1993





The region Basilicata is a timeless land, narrated by travelers and artists, 
writers and moviemakers who have chenced upon it. A particular mixture 
of ancient an modern, a kaleidoscope of landscapes and moods; the most 
suggestive adjective to describe it seems to be “poetic”.

It is an Italian region steeped in history and culture, with a great cultural 
an historical heritage: archaeological sites, medieval castles, abbeys and 
villages. The beaty of this land is enhanced by contemporary art works, 
events and by a well-established food and wine tradition.

A land of inspiration for poets, writers, musicians and film directors, this 
region still preserves the typical “light” of Southern Ital. A natural and rich 
landscape, stretching from the Tyrrhenian Coast of Maratea, considered 
to be the Pearl of the Mediterranean Sea, up to the Ionic Coast, the cradle 
of the Greek culture, and through to the Apennines mountains.

The Nativity Scene placed is a way to introduce you to the discovery 
of Basilicata, an unusual and extraordinary land, quite unknown even 
to many Italians. An “authentic, pure, preserved” land waiting to be 
discovered.

www.basilicataturistica.it

Basilicata
Experience the Region



Calanchi

San Fele’s waterfalls

Monticchio Lakes

Pollino National Park

Maratea



Ionian Coast

Venosa

Sanctuary of the Madonna di Viggiano

Lucanian Dolomites

Montescaglioso Abbey


